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Abstract In this paper, we consider the operational impact that VoLTE will have on the

performance of mobile broadband data in the real world from a throughput perspective

when the two service types are mixed on the same channel. We begin by proposing an

M/G/1 priority queueing model with non-preemptive scheduling to analyze scheduler

latencies that can be expected when there are services with different levels of priority in

service on the same channel. We then discuss the direct impact that latency has on packet

data convergence protocol layer throughputs, and simulate scheduler scenarios in a long-

term evolution environment. Scheduler algorithms are highly proprietary and vary greatly

from one vendor to another; however, there are some laws and constraints of both space

and time that cannot be avoided. In this paper, we quantify these limitations using mod-

eling and simulations. Finally, we provide solutions from a hardware configuration and

capacity planning perspective to help to overcome these hidden limitations that are typi-

cally difficult to measure and quantify, and complex to understand.

Keywords VoLTE capacity � LTE scheduler � Simulations � Latency � MBB

throughput

1 Introduction

To meet exponential increases in demand for quality and capacity from wireless networks,

technology is being evolved at an ever-increasing speed. In the early days of wireless, call

models for voice-only networks were simple: user traffic patterns were predictable and

capacity limits were well defined. At the present time, the wireless industry is experiencing

radio access network physical channel architectures that create many ill-defined scenarios

in terms of capacity because of channel resources that serve both voice and mobile
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broadband (MBB). Capacity depends on many factors, such as signal quality, equipment

capabilities, and scheduler implementations. Additionally, the data world has introduced

users who request resources, make a transaction, and could leave within a few millisec-

onds, as opposed to voice callers who may arrive and hold resources for up to a few

minutes, on average. Both voice and data are becoming complicated in their own right with

regard to modeling because of the aforementioned issues with capacity. As the wireless

industry adopts voice over long-term evolution (VoLTE) as the primary voice network of

the future, these issues will further increase because of the additional complexity of mixing

voice and data traffic on the same channel. In this paper, we attempt to quantify the impact

of higher priority traffic, such as a VoLTE user, on the throughput of an MBB data user.

This is a particularly difficult aspect to quantify numerically. This paper equips the reader

with two quantification methods: queueing theory and simulation.

2 Queueing Theory Basics

Queueing theory dates back to 1909, when it was introduced by Erlang [1]. It is currently

used in many fields, such as computer design, server architecture design, manufacturing,

and the evaluation of scheduler efficiencies in computer science [2]. Schedulers are not

new to wireless. As wireless becomes more data-centric and depends on schedulers that use

the same resources for voice and data with varying priority levels, queueing theory models

can be adopted to quantify the impact of latency on wireless networks.

A network in its most simple form has traffic that arrives in a queue at some arrival rate

k, and after waiting for its turn in the queue, each piece of traffic is served with some mean

service rate l by the network. This idea is illustrated in Fig. 1, in which E[TQ] denotes the

time that a piece of traffic spends in the queue as the time from when the service request is

made to the time it is served.

Users in this type of system do not hold any priority. Users are served in the order that

they arrive. For the remainder of the queueing model discussion, M/G/1 model termi-

nology will be used for this system because it is widely accepted for call modeling [2],

where M, as defined by Kendall notation [3], denotes a memoryless or exponential dis-

tribution of arrival rates, G denotes a Gaussian distribution for the service time of jobs in

the system, and 1 denotes that there is one server (i.e., an LTE channel). As shown by

Harchol-Balter [2] and Mandelbaum [4], the estimated scheduler delay E[TQ] for this

system is

Fig. 1 Example of a first in, first out model, where all arrivals are served with the same priority
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E TQ½ � ¼ q
l 1� qð Þ � E Se½ �; ð1Þ

where q server utilization, E[Se] expected service time in system, l service rate of the

system.

For example, if there is a system where users of type 1 arrive at rate k1 = 4 (users/min),

users of type 2 arrive at rate k2 = 3 (users/min), and the system is expected to serve 10

users/min, the average system utilization is

q ¼ 3þ 4

10
¼ 70%:

If no priority is assumed, the average wait time for each user to be served is [2, 4]

E TQ½ � ¼ 0:7

1� 0:7
� 1

10
¼ 0:233min ¼ 14 s

However, there are many cases in which users are not simply served in a first come, first

served manner. There are cases in which users may have a higher priority over others for

various reasons, as shown in Fig. 2. In these cases, when users of a higher priority are

present in the queue, they are always served first.

This is known as an M/G/1 queueing model with priority queueing [2, 4] and it can

become quite complicated. There are many forms of priority queueing, such as prioritizing

by size and wait time; however, a major consideration is whether the system exhibits

preemptive or non-preemptive scheduling behavior. In preemptive scheduling, if a higher

priority job arrives, it is allowed to interrupt a lower priority job in the system. When the

higher priority job is complete, if another higher priority job has not arrived in the queue,

the interrupted job is allowed to restart. In a non-preemptive system, once a job has started,

it cannot be interrupted, even by a higher priority job. Because of the 1 ms service period

of the LTE scheduler, which is derived from the 1 ms transmission time interval (TTI)

duration of LTE [5, 6], once information is scheduled, it cannot be interrupted. Thus, in

this paper, we use an M/G/1 non-preemptive priority queueing model. As shown by

Fig. 2 Simple example of a queueing model in which arrivals of priority k = 1 are always be served before
arrivals of priority k = 2
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Harchol-Balter [2] and IIT [4], the estimated wait time E[TQ] for this type of system with k

priority classes is

E TQ kð Þ½ �NP�Priority¼ q� E Se½ �
l 1�

Pk
i¼1 qi

� �
1�

Pk�1
i¼1 qi

� � ; ð2Þ

where k priority level (1 is the highest priority and k is the lowest).

Using the previous example, the expected wait times in the queue for each class of user

are calculated as follows:

E TQ k ¼ 1ð Þ½ �NP ¼ 0:7� 1=10

1� 0:4ð Þ 1� 0ð Þ ¼ 7 s

E TQ k ¼ 2ð Þ½ �NP ¼ 0:7� 1=10

1� 0:4� 0:3ð Þ 1� 0:4ð Þ ¼ 23 s

As shown by the two examples, it is possible to reduce the wait time for users in a

priority queue system for higher priority users; however, this is at the expense of making

lower priority users wait longer, on average. In the next section, we further discuss how

these concepts apply to LTE in terms of VoLTE users (k = 1) and MBB users (k = 2). For

simplicity, we only discuss two levels of priority; LTE offers nine levels of priority.

However, the form of Eq. (2) allows it to be expanded to an infinite number of priority

levels as needed for additional types of services.

3 Volte and MBB Assumptions

Before applying queueing models to LTE using the equations presented in the previous

section, assumptions must be made about VoLTE and MBB users that allow them to be

defined in terms of resource utilization and service rates (i.e., q and l, respectively).
Queueing models often implement schedulers, thus, it is convenient to consider

scheduling capabilities as a resource. Each vendor varies by equipment type; however, all

vendors have a limited number of users that can be scheduled per TTI. This TTI is always

1 ms in accordance with 3GPP standards [5]. This number of users per TTI is referred to as

the user equipment per TTI (UE/TTI) limit. For example, a vendor may only be able to

schedule a maximum of six downlink users during each TTI. Hardware upgrades may

allow it to schedule more. As stated previously, this varies by vendor and hardware type.

In accordance with 3GPP standards, an active VoLTE call requires a transmission to be

made every 20 ms [7]. The voice activity factor (VAF) is expected to reduce this

requirement because of the pauses that are present in regular speech [8]. We assume a VAF

of 50%. This varies according to user behavior, sensitivity of the voice activity detector,

and background noise [9, 10]. The total transmissions required to support a VoLTE call for

one user for a 1 min duration is then calculated as

1 Tx

20ms
� 1000ms

1 s
� 60 s

1min
� 50%VAF ¼ 1500

Tx0s

MOU
:

With these assumptions, the average TTI resource utilization given an offered load of

voice traffic in units of minutes of use (MOU) can be calculated as
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Tx’s
MOU

� Total MOU0s

Durationmilliseconds

� 1
UE
TTI

¼ Avg TTI utilization%: ð3Þ

For example, if 6912 MOUs of traffic are offered over 1 h to a sector that can support 12

UE/TTI, the expected average TTI utilization is

1500Tx’s
MOU

� 6912MOU0s

3; 600; 000milliseconds

� 1

12
¼ 24%Avg TTI utilization:

This provides q for the first priority class (VoLTE) for the queueing model calculations,

which will be discussed later.

We also need to consider the TTI utilization from MBB users. The average TTI uti-

lization from MBB users is calculated as

VolumeMB

Avg RateMbps=user

� 8bits

Byte
� 1000ms

second
� 1

Durationms

� 1
UE
TTI

¼ Avg TTI utilization%: ð4Þ

For example, if 4995 MB are offered over a 1 h period at an average rate of 1.25 Mbps/

user to a sector that can support 12 UE/TTI, the average TTI utilization from MBB users is

expected to be

4995MB

1:25Mbps=user

� 8 bits

Byte
� 1000ms

s
� 1

3; 600; 000
� 1

12
¼ 74%Avg TTI utilization:

This provides q for the second priority class (MBB) when applying queueing theory

models to LTE.

4 Queueing Theory Applied to Volte and MBB

Given the previous assumptions, we can now consider the first case queueing model, which

is an M/G/1 model with no priority service available. VoLTE never operates in a no-

priority scenario; however, it is considered here for comparison to demonstrate the impact

that prioritization has on available services. In this case, the average scheduler delay can be

calculated as

0:24þ 0:74ð Þ
12 1� 0:24þ 0:74ð Þð Þ � 1ms ¼ 4:083ms:

In this example, once a user makes a request for service from the system, the average

scheduler delay for any packet, regardless of class or type, is expected to be 4.083 ms.

Applying the M/G/1 non-preemptive queueing model to the same example provides the

following expected delays:

E TQ k ¼ 1ð Þ½ �VoLTE ¼ 0:98

12 1� 0:24ð Þ 1� 0ð Þ ¼ 0:1ms

E TQ k ¼ 2ð Þ½ �MBB ¼ 0:98

12 1� 0:24� 0:74ð Þ 1� 0:24ð Þ ¼ 5:37ms
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When non-preemptive priority queueing is implemented, the average scheduler delay

for VoLTE traffic is only 0.1 ms, whereas the average expected delay for an MBB user is

5.37 ms. The measured numbers are presented in Tables 1 and 2 to illustrate the impact

that the different offered loads have on the delay for an MBB user when this user is placed

into a lower priority class in a non-preemptive scheduling type of environment.

5 Latency Impact on PDCP Layer Throughputs

Although it is helpful to know how latency is impacted by scheduling for users of different

classes, the goal of this paper is to discuss specifically the impact that VoLTE users have

on MBB users. To more clearly quantify this, in the next section, we will discuss the

impact that scheduler delays have directly on the downlink throughputs of MBB users that

receive data through the hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) process.

First, the expected throughputs need to be known. 3GPP defines the average number of

bits per resource element (RE), as shown in Table 3 [6, 11, 12].

Furthermore, given that three OFDM symbols are dedicated to the physical downlink

control channel (PDCCH), there are approximately 123.7 REs per physical resource block

(PRB) [13]. Given that the TTI in LTE is 1 ms, the maximum theoretical throughput for

each channel quality indicator (CQI) can be calculated. For example, the maximum

throughput for a 5 MHz channel with CQI = 9 in single-input single-output (SISO) mode

is calculated as

Table 1 Expected delays for priority k = 1

50 500 1500 2500 3500 4500 5500 6500 7500
100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

3000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
5000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
7000 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
9000 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2
11000 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2
13000 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
15000 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3
17000 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
19000 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4
21000 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6
23000 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.8
25000 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3
27000 1.3 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.9 2.1 2.3 2.5 2.7

Data volume

M
O

U
's

VoLTE latency (ms), K=1

Example of delays for k = 1 (VoLTE) traffic given different combinations of VoLTE and MBB loading
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2:4063 bits

RE
� 123:7RE

PRB
� 25 PRBs� 1000ms

1 s
� 1Mbit

106 bits
¼ 7:44Mbps SISOð Þ:

For multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) conditions on the same channel, the max-

imum theoretical throughput would be 7.44 9 2 = 14.88 Mbps. The same method is

applied to all CQIs and provided for various CQI and MIMO combinations in Table 4.

However, maximum throughputs in the PDCP layer are directly limited by scheduler

latency because of the delay between the time that a scheduling request is made by the

active HARQ process and the time that it is actually sent over the air link. Maximum

throughputs are only achievable if every TTI can be scheduled with zero latency. We

consider two cases to illustrate this concept.

In the first case, consider multiple HARQ processes for a UE (LTE allows up to eight

parallel HARQ processes) [11, 14]. Figure 3 shows a UE that sets up three parallel HARQ

processes. This UE makes a scheduler request (SR) for three consecutive TTIs, and those

requests are granted with zero delay. Therefore, the data is sent in 3 ms.

In this simple case, if the UE sent 0.015 Mb in 3 ms, the throughput for this UE at this

moment is 5 Mbps:

0:015Mb

0:003 s
¼ 5Mbps:

Now, consider the same example, but this time it experiences a scheduler delay. Each

time a request is made, it is told to wait until a UE/TTI slot is available. In this case, the

HARQ process could look similar to Fig. 4.

In this example, the UE sent the same amount of data (0.015 Mbits), but it took 6 ms to

complete because of SR latency. The UE throughput at this moment is only 2.5 Mbps

Table 2 Expected delays for priority k = 2

50 500 1500 2500 3500 4500 5500 6500 7500
100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.4 2.4 Inf
3000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 1.1 Inf Inf
5000 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.5 8.6 Inf Inf
7000 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.4 1.1 Inf Inf Inf
9000 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.6 5.7 Inf Inf Inf

11000 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.4 1.2 Inf Inf Inf Inf
13000 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.7 4.9 Inf Inf Inf Inf
15000 0.2 0.3 0.5 1.4 Inf Inf Inf Inf Inf
17000 0.3 0.4 0.9 5.0 Inf Inf Inf Inf Inf
19000 0.5 0.7 1.8 Inf Inf Inf Inf Inf Inf
21000 0.9 1.3 6.0 Inf Inf Inf Inf Inf Inf
23000 1.7 2.8 Inf Inf Inf Inf Inf Inf Inf
25000 4.4 10.3 Inf Inf Inf Inf Inf Inf Inf
27000 22.9 Inf Inf Inf Inf Inf Inf Inf Inf

Data volume

M
O

U
's

Data latency (ms), K=2

Example of delays for k = 2 (MBB) traffic given different combinations of VoLTE and MBB loading.
Infinite values represent an infinite delay value and therefore an unstable system for MBB users
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because of the added delay. It sent the same amount of data, but took twice as long.

Throughput is now calculated as

0:015Mb

0:006 s
¼ 2:5Mbps:

This type of scenario is experienced by an MBB user when sufficient numbers of

VoLTE users arrive and take all the available slots in a given TTI. The theoretical

throughputs in Table 4 assume zero latency; that is, data can be scheduled in every con-

secutive time slot, and that user obtains the entire bandwidth. However, if higher priority

services are present, it may be asked to wait a few milliseconds before the next packet is

sent. These few milliseconds have an impact on the time in the denominator of a

throughput metric, as shown previously. In fact, even a 1 ms average SR delay for MBB

users could cut the expected throughput by approximately half; this is not always the case,

which will be discussed shortly. Note that the impact of, for example, path delay and

processing delay, is negated in this calculation. The HARQ process is asynchronous; thus,

the impact of the delay may be different depending on how a particular scheduler

implementation manages it. However, following the above assumptions, the maximum

sustained link throughput for the PDCP layer given expected scheduler latency can be

calculated as

Table 3 Bits per re by CQI

 CQI MOD BITS
CODING 
RATE x 

1024
RATE

ACTUAL 
AVG BITS 

PER RE
1 QPSK 2 78 0.0762 0.1523

2 QPSK 2 120 0.1172 0.2344

3 QPSK 2 193 0.1885 0.377

4 QPSK 2 308 0.3008 0.6016

5 QPSK 2 449 0.4385 0.877

6 QPSK 2 602 0.5879 1.1758

7 16QAM 4 378 0.3691 1.4766

8 16QAM 4 490 0.4785 1.9141

9 16QAM 4 616 0.6016 2.4063

10 64QAM 6 466 0.4551 2.7305

11 64QAM 6 567 0.5537 3.3223

12 64QAM 6 666 0.6504 3.9023

13 64QAM 6 772 0.7539 4.5234

14 64QAM 6 873 0.8525 5.1152

15 64QAM 6 948 0.9258 5.5547

Number of actual bits sent per RE by channel quality indicator (CQI) value
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Table 4 Maximum theoretical throughputs

CQI
ACTUAL AVG 

BITS PER RE
SISO THPUT 

(Mbps)

MIMO 
THPUT 
(Mbps)

SISO THPUT 
(Mbps)

MIMO 
THPUT 
(Mbps)

1 0.1523 0.5 0.9 0.9 1.9

2 0.2344 0.7 1.4 1.4 2.9

3 0.377 1.2 2.3 2.3 4.7

4 0.6016 1.9 3.7 3.7 7.4

5 0.877 2.7 5.4 5.4 10.8

6 1.1758 3.6 7.3 7.3 14.5

7 1.4766 4.6 9.1 9.1 18.3

8 1.9141 5.9 11.8 11.8 23.7

9 2.4063 7.4 14.9 14.9 29.8

10 2.7305 8.4 16.9 16.9 33.8

11 3.3223 10.3 20.5 20.5 41.1

12 3.9023 12.1 24.1 24.1 48.3

13 4.5234 14 28 28 56

14 5.1152 15.8 31.6 31.6 63.3

15 5.5547 17.2 34.4 34.4 68.7

5 MHz 10 MHz

Maximum theoretical throughputs for LTE given CQI, bandwidth, and MIMO conditions

SR1 MADE
SR1 GRANTED

SR2 MADE
SR2 GRANTED

SR3 MADE
SR3 GRANTED

t 1ms 2ms 3ms 4ms 5ms 6ms

HARQ1

HARQ2

HARQ3

Fig. 3 Example of parallel HARQ processes in which all scheduling requests from all HARQ processes are
granted with zero delay

SR1 MADE
SR1 GRANTED

SR2 MADE
SR2 GRANTED

SR3 MADE
SR3 GRANTED

t 1ms 2ms 3ms 4ms 5ms 6ms

HARQ1

HARQ2

HARQ3

Fig. 4 Example of parallel HARQ processes where all scheduling requests from all HARQ processes
experience some delay because the scheduler is serving other users
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Throughput Mbpsð Þ
1þ Latency msð Þ � 1ms TTI ¼ Max Throughput: ð5Þ

For example, a 5 MHz channel with a CQI = 9 and SISO conditions from the previous

example can be considered. If the expected average delay for MBB users is 3 ms, the

expected maximum throughput could be expected to be reduced to approximately

7:44Mbps

4ms
� 1ms TTI ¼ 1:86Mbps:

This method is used to provide expected maximum throughputs for various latency,

bandwidth, CQI, and SISO/MIMO combinations in Table 5. In this table, we assume that

one user obtains the entire bandwidth. In reality, that will not occur in this manner because

VoLTE loading inherently drives the latency up at the beginning. This means that other

users are present, and the entire bandwidth will not be available to the assumed user in

Table 5.

Because the HARQ process is asynchronous, with parallel processes, the previous

method can only be used as a guide. It remains more valid for large file sizes than small,

bursty transmissions. If the file size is large and the above HARQ transmissions need to be

repeated many times, then using an average scheduler delay is valid for calculating the

average throughput over the duration of that file transfer. However, for a small trans-

mission, suppose that it is sufficiently small that it only needs to use the three HARQ

processes from the example once to complete its download (i.e., total volume is very

small). The first two processes could be delayed by the scheduler, but the third process

could be scheduled immediately. In this case, the download would appear to be complete

sooner, from start to finish, and the actual throughput for the duration of the very short

Table 5 Maximum throughputs given latency (5 MHz only)

CQI Mode 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 3 4 5 6 7
7 SISO 4.6 3.1 2.3 1.8 1.5 1.2 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6
8 SISO 5.9 3.9 3.0 2.4 2.0 1.5 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.7
9 SISO 7.4 4.9 3.7 3.0 2.5 1.9 1.5 1.2 1.1 0.9

10 SISO 8.4 5.6 4.2 3.4 2.8 2.1 1.7 1.4 1.2 1.1
11 SISO 10.3 6.9 5.2 4.1 3.4 2.6 2.1 1.7 1.5 1.3
12 SISO 12.1 8.1 6.1 4.8 4.0 3.0 2.4 2.0 1.7 1.5
13 SISO 14.0 9.3 7.0 5.6 4.7 3.5 2.8 2.3 2.0 1.8
7 MIMO 9.1 6.1 4.6 3.6 3.0 2.3 1.8 1.5 1.3 1.1
8 MIMO 11.8 7.9 5.9 4.7 3.9 3.0 2.4 2.0 1.7 1.5
9 MIMO 14.9 9.9 7.5 6.0 5.0 3.7 3.0 2.5 2.1 1.9

10 MIMO 16.9 11.3 8.5 6.8 5.6 4.2 3.4 2.8 2.4 2.1
11 MIMO 20.5 13.7 10.3 8.2 6.8 5.1 4.1 3.4 2.9 2.6
12 MIMO 24.1 16.1 12.1 9.6 8.0 6.0 4.8 4.0 3.4 3.0
13 MIMO 28.0 18.7 14.0 11.2 9.3 7.0 5.6 4.7 4.0 3.5

Avg Scheduler Request Latency (ms)

Max Throughput (Mbps)

Expected maximum throughputs for MBB users given an expected delay value. Assumes that one user
obtains the entire bandwidth
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transfer would appear faster than that given by Eq. (5). If the HARQ process was in fact

synchronous, the equation would be valid for all cases. Because it is asynchronous, it is

very difficult, perhaps even impossible, to model every scenario with a single mathematical

equation. Fortunately, for such complex systems, the industry can use simulations to model

most scenarios with greater accuracy and efficiency.

6 Simulation

Creating simulations that behave like a pseudo scheduler can further our understanding of

this topic. Each vendor has its own implementations of schedulers. In this section, we

present the results of a simple scheduling algorithm described as a first in, first out (FIFO)

algorithm, with priority always given to VoLTE users, if present. In the following are some

of the rules and operations of the simulation, assumptions, limitations, and results.

Primary inputs to the simulation are as follows:

• Bandwidth (MHz) is used to determine the number of PRBs that are available to be

scheduled during each TTI. The results are for a 5 MHz bandwidth.

• Hourly volume (MB) defines the expected arrival rate and traffic intensity for MBB

users.

• Hourly MOUs define the expected arrival rate and traffic intensity for VoLTE users.

• UE/TTI limits define the hardware limitation for the number of UEs that can be

scheduled during each TTI in the downlink. The results are for hardware that supports

12 UE/TTI in the downlink.

• MIMO/SISO distributions are sampled from live networks and used to represent the

mix of MIMO versus SISO usage probabilities for all users by CQI.

• CQI distributions are sampled from real networks to provide the probability of CQI for

each user given a mean sector CQI value. The simulations were run for a sector with a

mean CQI = 9.

• VAF is assumed to be 50% for all simulations.

The assumptions and limitations for the simulation are as follows:

• PRBs and UE/TTI limits are the limiting factors.

• PDCCH is quite challenging in itself and therefore is not simulated here; it is certainly

a limiting factor in real-world applications.

• Downlink-only is simulated in this paper; other uplink limitations that are not discussed

here may apply.

• TTI bundling is not considered because this is a downlink-only simulation.

• Semi-persistent scheduling (SPS) is not considered in this simulation; however, we

consider the need to implement SPS because it provides a benefit to PDCCH and

scheduler loading [15].

• Retransmission rates for the simulated system are considered to be zero. Many

normally operating systems in reality have between 0 and 10% retransmission rates.

The benefit of adding this to simulations does not outweigh the complexity it adds to

the simulation process.

Figure 5 shows a brief summary of the simulation flow. The simulations were written in

R and run per 1 ms (i.e., per TTI) for a duration of 10 s for each iteration. The scenarios

cover a range of data volumes and MOU that could be provided to a 5 MHz channel over a
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1-h period. A range of mean sector CQI conditions could be simulated; however, to

provide a basic understanding, we provide simulation results for a mean sector CQI = 9.

During each simulation cycle (i.e., 1 ms TTI), some basic functions were performed,

which belong to two categories: traffic simulation and scheduling. Traffic simulation

randomizes the arrival rates and intensity of newly arriving traffic based on samples from

distributions. Scheduling manages what resources are used and by whom to send data

during each TTI.

The simulation and scheduling for each TTI performed the following high-level actions,

in the given order:

1. Checked the users in the queue and ranked them by service type first (VoLTE or

MBB), and then by length of time in the queue. Those who had been in the queue

longer were ranked higher, within their service type.

2. PDSCH resources were assigned by rank until either TTI limits were exhausted or

PRBs were exhausted, whichever occurred first. Resources were allocated per CQI

requirement, as defined in 3GPP 36.213 [5].

3. The status of each user in the queue was updated. For example, time in the queue (to

maintain a record of scheduler delay), remaining data volume still to be served for

each user, remaining MOU to be served for each user, whether the next transmission

should be VAF silent, whether the next transmission should be in MIMO or SISO, and

what the CQI should be for the next transmission. These factors were randomly

sampled from distributions provided as inputs to the simulation.

4. New traffic timers were checked to determine whether it was time for new traffic to

arrive. If so, a new user was added to the queue. A random sample was then taken from

the arrival rate distribution to determine when the next user should arrive.

Fig. 5 High-level simulation flow
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This simple FIFO approach is appropriate for simulations in this study for manage-

ability. However, vendor implementations may include other factors in their scheduling

decisions, and may even have multiple options for schedulers that could be used for

different types of desired scheduler behaviors.

The resulting output of these simulations shows the expected values for the average

scheduling request latency per MBB user, in addition to the average throughput per MBB

user at varying combinations of voice and data volume loading. Additionally, provided for

reference are PRB utilization and TTI utilization.

The results are provided for CQI = 9 only in Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9. Note that the results

of the simulations are based on a basic scheduler algorithm. The results can vary based on

the chosen algorithm. Thus, as algorithms vary from one vendor to another, so would the

results of the simulations if compared with various vendor results.

These simulations show that increasing levels of VoLTE traffic had a direct impact on

MBB users in the form of increased latency, which caused reduced throughput per user. It

is also interesting to note that MBB traffic had a stronger impact on PRB utilization,

whereas VoLTE had a stronger impact on TTI usage. Figure 8 shows that MBB traffic

could drive PRB utilization to 100%. Figure 8 also shows that, under heavy VoLTE

loading, it was nearly impossible to reach 100% PRB utilization. Figure 9 shows that,

under heavy MBB loading, it was nearly impossible to use all the TTIs available. However,

under heavy VoLTE loading, it was easy to exhaust or use all the TTIs available. These

results are all based on a 5 MHz channel with an average CQI = 9. Other channel

bandwidths with different CQI distributions may provide different results.

Fig. 6 Expected throughput per user for MBB users at various MBB and VoLTE loading combinations;
volumes are per hour
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7 Final Thoughts and Recommendations

In this paper, we provided two methods for studying the impact that VoLTE can have on

MBB user throughputs. The queueing theory method was convenient because it could be

performed on paper and quickly scaled for different inputs, such as bandwidth, RF quality,

or CODEC. However, it could only provide expectations for a single CQI. In reality, the

users on a site have a distribution of CQIs. Simulations are complex and take time;

however, they are powerful where queueing theory alone is inadequate. Simulations can

utilize many forms of distributions to better simulate the varying RF conditions within a

cell. Because of these differences, it is not accurate to directly compare the results of the

simulations with those of the queueing theory method. Both methods showed that, as

VoLTE traffic increased, the MBB throughput per user decreased. At lower levels of

loading, the decrease could be negligible or acceptable. Users may be able to apply this

method to begin setting initial expectations for new VoLTE networks before network data

is available to target where issues may exist.

Depending on a carrier’s perspective and approach to setting capacity thresholds, it may

need to evolve or expand how it views the design requirements and thresholds for adding

capacity. In an MBB user-only environment, an approach may be to consider the number

of connected users or PRB utilization as indicators of congestion or capacity exhaustion.

However, in a mixed user environment, these KPIs no longer provide sufficient infor-

mation. For example, it is entirely possible to exhaust the UE/TTI limits while only

utilizing 50% of the PRBs. The remaining PRBs will be wasted because the scheduling

Fig. 7 Expected latency per MBB downlink transmission at various MBB and VoLTE loading
combinations; volumes are per hour
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resources are not available to make use of them unless the UE/TTI capability of the

hardware is somehow increased through configuration or hardware upgrades. This scenario

is demonstrated in Fig. 8, in which the VoLTE MOUs begin to exceed 20,000 MOUs. The

traffic intensity is high; however, PRB utilization is well below 100% because there are not

sufficient UE/TTI slots remaining to schedule data users who can utilize the remaining

PRBs after VoLTE traffic has been assigned.

The user could set thresholds based on the simulation results; however, this would

create a complex set of matrices that would need to be managed and articulated to engi-

neers to set thresholds for many combinations of data volumes and MOUs at varying

bandwidths and mean sector CQIs.

A better approach may be to add TTI utilization and scheduler latency counters as

indicators of capacity exhaustion and congestion. These indicators, while more simplistic,

still require some consideration. For example, if the DL UE/TTI limit is advertised by the

vendor as 12 UE/TTI in the DL, it would not be prudent to allow the hardware to reach a

utilization that high, on average, over time. By the time a piece of hardware reaches that

point, latency is expected to already be increasing exponentially fast, impacting MBB

throughputs. By the time it reaches the advertised limit (on average, over time), it is very

close to infinite latencies because of the exponential increase. See Figs. 10, 11, and 12 for

examples of the manner in which latency increases with TTI utilization, and throughput per

user decreases. These examples suggest that a good starting point for thresholds may be

closer to eight given a hardware capability of 12. This may also vary slightly by bandwidth

Fig. 8 Expected DL PRB utilization at various MBB and VoLTE loading combinations. Volumes are per
hour. Note that at high levels of VoLTE loading, it appeared to be impossible to reach 100% DL PRB
utilization. During heavy data usage, all the PRBs were easily utilized
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configuration, and may vary according to an organization’s target for customer experience.

In the case of a 5 MHz channel, there is a good possibility that it will exhaust the PDCCH

capacity before reaching its TTI limit. By contrast, a 10 MHz channel has much more

Fig. 9 Expected overall DL TTI utilization at various MBB and VoLTE loading combinations. Volumes
are per hour. Note that at high levels of data usage, it was difficult to use all the TTIs. During heavy VoLTE
usage, the TTIs were easily utilized

Fig. 10 Expected average throughput per user decreased as the TTI utilization increased in the simulations;
these were primarily driven by scheduler latency and availability of PRBs
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PDCCH capacity, and therefore has an increased possibility of TTI limiting before

exhausting PDCCH capacity.

8 Future Uses

In addition to building concepts and developing guideline thresholds as a starting point, the

methods in this paper can also be used to predict network loading and congestion points as

carriers begin migrating VoLTE traffic onto the same network as their MBB users.

Forecasting could be performed per cell, by which data volumes are forecasted from

historical data with traditional ARIMA models. The impact of VoLTE on MBB users could

then be modeled over time by moving voice traffic onto an MBB network. This is the most

likely scenario because it will take time to place VoLTE capable handsets into the market,

and adaptation rates may vary based on many factors, such as geography, device avail-

ability, and demand.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 Inter-
national License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution,

Fig. 11 Scheduler delay increases exponentially as the TTI usage grows

Fig. 12 There is little, if any, difference in scheduler latency at lower levels of TTI usage
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